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i use my vsl vis for all my samples, not just orchestras. i find them perfect when i'm looking to
recreate some of the sound effects of a musical recording. i also use them to create a different

ambience for a track or a live recording. my favorite way of using them is to chop up an existing
sample. this can be done by copying and pasting it into one of the vis, splitting it across all the vis
available, and dragging them into one of the vis for each note that should be split. this is great for
busy music and can also be useful for splitting a long sample across several tracks in a project. i've

used vis to split percussion samples, bird samples and animal samples such as whale calls, i've done
it for cellos, violins, and woodwinds, i've done it for vocalists, and also for instruments that require
no such splitting. so i'm no longer a one trick pony. i can add a live ambience to a track with the vis

and then use the vis to split the notes as necessary. the vis are also very good for producing backing
tracks, and even for composing new music. if your track isn't working or seems incomplete they can

help you to get it sounding like you intended. the vis are made to be a total work horse, and your
workflow will be much faster with them. they offer you unlimited layers of orchestral sounds, which

means you can fiddle with each and every one to get the exact sound you're after. for any one
sample, the vis give you immediate control over the various articulations, timbres, and dynamics for

each note and instrument to create exactly the sound and timbre you want.
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andrew says: i've spent the last ten years developing scores of vsl libraries for the kontakt 5 range of
samplers. i'm very pleased with this one so far. i can really recommend it. it doesn't just allow for

experimentation, it also delivers a well-crafted template for writing your own acoustic parts. i owned
all previous versions of vsl's orchestras which were released over the past 3 years. the previous

version of the vis was very good but it was missing one thing, there was no tweaking as such - you
simply dumped the sample and it was done. this is what the vis are perfect for - a different way of
dealing with sample editing. no longer a single version of the sample for full orchestra and other,
smaller, ensembles. in fact there is no averaging whatsoever, therefore no smoothing. every note
has infinite natural harmonics so it gives a very rich timbre in itself. in other words the vis emulate

real orchestra in an almost totally natural way. this makes vis very efficient when it comes to sample
editing, or if you need to copy and paste a note from a piece of orchestral music to a backing track.
it's very easy to achieve maximum depth and clarity using vis as it sounds like a real orchestra. the

vis are very similar to the vienna special edition orchestral and experimental cinesamples but they're
faster, and they can do all these things in a much easier way due to them being based on the vienna
symphonic matrix. the vis are the perfect companion for a vienna symphonic matrix - without which

there can be no vis. 5ec8ef588b
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